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pp. 147-153. Amsterdam: Elsevier Pub-
lishing, 1982.
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in Proceedings of the Fourth International
Symposium on Ground Freezing (Sapporo,
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the Thyssen Briefing to DOE on July 20,
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SIGNIFICANCE TO NRC WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The design of the ESF shafts is considered an important element
for NRC review with regard to licensing requirements and reposi-
tory performance requirements. This review is particularly rele-
vant in light of the current position taken by DOE that the ESF
shafts are design elements which are not important to safety and
waste isolation. The summary review of selected shaft design
documents described herein provides the NRC with background infor-
mation on the design approach taken by DOE for the ESF shafts.
This review also contains an independent analysis and assessment
of the design methodology. Thus, this review provides a basis for
the NRC to evaluate the factors used by DOE to reach the position
that the ESF shaft design is not relevant for regulatory implica-
tions.
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The current DOE position on the ESF shafts was presented at the
Technical Meeting on the DOE/SRP Exploratory Shaft Facility on 5-7
May 1987. DOE plans to integrate the ESF shafts into the reposi-
tory operations area as permanent structures. DOE noted at this
meeting that four components of the ESF are classified as perma-
nent structures:

(1) shaft liner;
(2) operational seals;
(3) underground openings, and
(4) ground support.

Permanent structures are defined by DOE as those structures with a
100-year maintainable design life.

DOE has stated that, in the SCP-CDR, the ESF shafts are identified
to be used potentially for emplacement intake ventilation shafts
in the repository. During the technical meeting DOE stated that
this assumption will be evaluated during the Advanced Conceptual
Design (ACD) for the repository.

Furthermore, it is the DOE's current intention that none of these
components will become part of the post-closure seal system.
Post-closure seals are under consideration by DOE for the region
below the Ogallala/Dockum aquifer system, and DOE contends that
the ESF design will not preclude the ability to install post-
closure seals. The DOE has stated that a preliminary performance
analysis has been conducted which confirms that the exploratory
shaft facility will not adversely impact post closure waste iso-
*lation.

The design for shafts which are integrated into the repository op-
erations area is subject to regulatory design criteria specified
in 10CFR60.131 and 10CFR60.133. The regulatory basis for design
of the post closure system (e.g., seals) rests primarily with
10CFR60.134. All shafts connect the repository horizon with the
accessible environment; thus, they are important from a waste iso-
lation viewpoint because they provide a course for water inflow
and a credible migration path to the accessible environment. Dur-
ing pre-closure operations, the liner is expected to provide a
watertight barrier and must preclude flooding and its potential
adverse effects on normal operations. In addition, because shafts
are part of the ventilation circuit during the emplacement period,
they may also be considered important to safety from a regulatory
perspective. Pre-closure scenarios relate primarily to localized
but substantial collapse, resulting in altered air flow patterns.
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The DOE position that the ESF shafts do not adversely affect pre-
closure and post-closure regulatory requirements must be supported
by a performance assessment study. Although a study has not yet
been released by DOE, information has been made available at DOE
design review meetings which describes the design methodology to a
certain degree and presents some data and limited calculations on
the shaft design. The information is not complete, but it is suf-
ficient to provide a basis for assessing the implications of the
design with regard to regulatory issues.

The present review is based upon the documents listed above. The
review provides an assessment of the shaft liner design based on
these documents only and is, therefore, not complete. For exam-
ple, information was not available to review the operational seals
design. Nevertheless, a basis is established for the eventual
critique of the DOE performance assessment when it is made avail-
able and for addressing further questions to the DOE concerning
the regulatory implications of the ESF shaft design.

As a result of this review, serious questions are raised concern-
ing the choice of the shaft liner concept proposed for the ESF
shafts. A lining design approach based upon practice comm6n in
German coal mining has been selected. In this approach, the liner
is designed to be flexible in order to reduce the ground pressures
acting on the shaft, particularly within the aquifer system. In-
dependent analysis of the shaft design indicates that this flexi-
bility may significantly increase the excavation-induced fracture
zone around the shaft and heighten the adverse effects of non-
uniform loading. As a consequence, aspects of the design may af-
fect pre-closure and post-closure regulatory requirements-speci-
fically, for providing a watertight barrier. The design approach
proposed for the ESF shafts is significantly different from that
proposed for the repository shafts by the repository contractor,
Fluor. For the repository shafts, a thick, rigid concrete/tubbing
liner is proposed, similar to the practice for shaft design in the
United Kingdom. Although the U.K. approach requires more excava-
tion and a thicker liner because of the higher ground pressures
applied to the shaft, the growth of the fracture zone and poten-
tial for adverse effects from differential movement along the
shaft are reduced.

The DOE contention that the ESF shafts do not adversely affect
pre-closure and post-closure requirements cannot be accepted based
on the present assessment of design conditions. The information
available suggests, in fact, that the design may not be adequately
conservative for the potential conditions of shaft loading. A re-
view and evaluation of these conditions follows.
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SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENTS

The ESF design at Deaf Smith is presently moving toward the Title
II 90% design review. The 30% review was completed in April 1987;
the 60% review in October 1987. Completion of the Title II design
implies that a complete design of the work will be provided, in-
cluding preparation of all required preliminary and working draw-
ings, specifications, estimates and contract documents (11].

The ESF design drawings incorporating 60% review comments and re-
lated design analyses were made available for review at the DOE
60% design review meeting. The drawings present the current state
of the shaft design. Two shafts will be sunk to a depth of ap-
proximately 2500 feet at the Deaf Smith site. The shafts are lo-
cated 525 feet.apart (centerline to centerline), and are both ap-
proximately 20-ft. OD and 12- ft. ID.

The shaft design is being performed by Parsons Brinckerhoff/PB-KBB
with assistance of Thyssen, a German mining construction firm
which specializes in deep shaft design and construction. The
shaft is described as a deep frozen shaft with gliding liner sys-
tem. Ground freezing will be employed because the shaft has to
penetrate thick aquifers above the repository host horizon. The
shaft design, utilizing a lining system which glides and is not
directly rock connected, is recognized as a German innovation
which has been used successfully in deep underground construction
practice in Germany [8]. This design approach, however, is not
well known in North America.

In order to understand the shaft design being developed for Deaf
Smith, the document review centers on five areas of the design:

(1) assumed in-situ conditions, including unfrozen,
frozen and thawed state of the aquifer materials, at
Deaf Smith;

(2) ground pressure calculations for determining design
loads;

(3) shaft lining concept;

(4) shaft liner design in frozen ground; and

(5) shaft liner design in bedded salt.
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In-Situ Conditions

The shaft design and construction technique account for the speci-
fic in-situ conditions at depth at the Deaf Smith site. The
shafts have to penetrate two major aquifer systems: the Ogallala,
which exists in a sequence of surficial sediments to a depth of
approximately 340 feet; and the Dockum, a group of variably-indur-
ated siltstones, sandstones and claystones to a depth of approxi-
mately 960 feet, below the Ogallala. Bedded salt deposits are lo-
cated beneath the aquifers and are interspersed with layers of
siltstone, sandstone, claystone and interbeds of dolomite, anhy-
drite and shale. The repository host rock is a sequence of bedded
salt within Unit 4 of the Lower San Andres Formation. The depth
to the top of this unit is described in the Final Environment As-
sessment (FEA) for Deaf Smith to range from 2300 to 2500 feet.
The thickness of the host rock is described to be approximately
160 feet at the site.

A stratigraphic section used for the shaft design is shown in Fig.
1. This is a generalized site stratigraphy for the EDBH at the
two shafts and is based on the "Synthetic Geotechnical Design Ref-
erence Data (SDRD) for Deaf Smith Site" [3]. The stratigraphy is
developed from nearby well bores because no exploratory holes have
been drilled within the site. The nearest deep stratigraphic test
is the Stone & Webster J. Friemel No. 1 well located approximately
three miles south of the site. The locations of the wells in the
vicinity of the ESF are shown in Fig. 2.
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Characteristics of Aquifer Materials - The characteristics of the
aquifer materials were derived primarily from inspection and test-
ing of core from J. Friemel Well and Grabbe Well (60 miles south-
east of the site.) From the J. Friemel Well, 65 specimens were
tested and the core visually inspected from the Dockum formation.
Core from the Blackwater Draw and Ogallala was available from the
Grabbe Well, and 46 samples were investigated.

Kuo (5] outlines the approach used to establish friction angle and
cohesion of these materials. 4 and c were determined from linear
regression analyses of triaxial test results where available. Co-
hesion was also estimated from unconfined compressive strength
(20% of the average value) and Brazilian tensile strength (two
times average value). When unconfined compressive strength and
tensile strength were not available, the unconfined strength was
estimated from penetration test results.

The strength of the sediments within the Ogallala is described in
the SDRD [3] by a friction angle ranging from 30° to 35° and cohe-
sion varying from zero to 300 psi. Within the Dockum, the rock
strengths range from medium hard sandstone (0=30° and c=200 psi)
to very soft mudstone (0=100 and c=5 psi). The SDRD tables are
reproduced in Tables 1 and 2.

I
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Table 1

BLACKWATER DRAW AND OGALLALA FORMATION MATERIAL PROPERTIES (3]
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Table 2(a)

DOCKUM FORMATION MATERIAL PROPERTIES [3]
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Table 2(b)

BEDDED NON-SALT AND SALT MATERIAL PROPERTIES [3]
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Kuo [5] states that the friction angle for very soft mudstone in
the Dockum seems too low for design purposes. A minimum friction
angle of 150 was adopted by Kuo and Matthes [5 and 6] for design
calculations. Also, a minimum value for cohesion of 15 psi was
used by Kuo [5] for ground pressure calculations, while a minimum
value of 20 psi was used by Matthes [6] for freeze wall calcula-
tions.

Ground freezing of the Ogallala and Dockum is planned in order to
accomplish the shaft sinking through the aquifers. The shaft de-
sign, therefore, also requires information on the frozen and
thawed strength of the soils and rocks in this region. The refer-
ence material described in the SDRD [3] has never been frozen and
tested; therefore, Woodward-Clyde Consultants performed an inter-
national review on ground freezing to provide data for the freeze
wall design [4].

Frozen ground has considerably different strength characteristics
than unfrozen ground, and the difference is related to the ice
component. If unfrozen water film remains on particles after
freezing, the ice content will be reduced and a more plastic beha-
vior will result during deformation. This behavior is particu-
larly noticeable for clay and, to a lesser degree, silt materials.
Frozen ground has a pronounced time-dependent deformation re-
sponse, or creep, during loading. This behavior is attributed to
a dynamic process in which pressure melting of the ice occurs in
high stress regions and the unfrozen water is drawn by surface
tension affects to low stress regions where it refreezes.

The strength of frozen ground is typically described by both an
instantaneous strength and a long term strength. The instantane-
ous strength is measured from conventional unconfined and triaxial
compression tests and provides an angle of internal friction and
cohesion for the frozen material. The angle of internal friction
is reported to have minimal dependence on time and temperature;
thus, the difference between instantaneous and long-term strength
is related primarily to the decay in cohesion of the frozen mater-
ial. Figure 3 from [4) defines the change in strength of frozen
material in terms of Mohr triaxial strength failure envelopes. As
indicated on this figure, the longer the required design time to
failure, the lower the allowable design strength.
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Long-term strength of frozen ground has been defined by a time-
dependent unconfined compressive strength, qfu(t). This creep
strength is found to vary significantly for cohesive and non-cohe-
sive materials. Cohesive soils can exhibit a high creep even at
low levels of stress while non-cohesive soils show slight sensi-
tivity to creep until stress levels exceed about 4 MPa.

Two different expressions are discussed in the documents to de-
scribe the creep strength, qfu(t). Reference is made to Vyalow et
al. [13], who propose a power law to describe the creep behavior
of frozen ground:

a = A cm (1)

where a = uniaxial stress,

£ = uniaxial strain,

m = material constant, and

A = time- and temperature-dependent parameter.
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Based upon this equation, Vyalow et al. developed an expression
for qfu:

qfu(t) = (2)

ln[-]
Bt

where B and B are material properties at -10° C, and

t is time in hours.

Klein [14) proposed a power law creep model which is apparently in
more common use in modern freeze wall design:

C = AcBtC (3)

where c = uniaxial strain,

a = constant uniaxial stress,

A,B,C = parameters derived from creep test, and

t = time in hours.

Rewriting this expression, Klein described a time-dependent com-
pressive strength which assumes the strain at failure, cf, is de-
pendent on the actual load:

rCf
qfu(t) - (4)qfu~t)[ AtC ] B

where cf is defined as the strain at which tertiary creep begins.

Matthes [6] shows graphically the relationship between instantane-
ous and long-term strength as calculated by the different methods
(Fig. 4). The Vyalow approach [13] gives the most conservative
estimate for creep strength and, according to Matthes [6), the
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Klein approach is still conservative and safe. The creep strength
approaches a limiting strength which is approximately 10% lower
than that calculated by Klein. For freeze wall design purposes,
Matthes states that the creep strength is calculated for a free-
standing time of 240 hours (10 days).

The frozen properties listed in the SDRD [3, Tables 1 and 2] were
derived from the generic data collected in the literature search
described in [4]. The creep strength is apparently based upon the
Vyalow approach [Eq. (2)], while the creep strain is based on the
Klein approach [Eq. (3)].

Matthes [6] states that most of the properties shown in [4] were
extracted from shallow depths or from artificially mixed materials
prepared in the laboratory. The properties derived in this manner
were not.subjected to testing standards for frozen material.
Matthes notes that not until March 1987 did an international com-
mittee publish guidelines for classification and testing of arti-
ficially frozen ground [15).
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Matthes developed a set of frozen properties for freeze wall de-
sign based upon a correlation between the stratigraphy at Deaf
Smith and that in the Lower Rhine Basin in Germany, where deep
frozen shafts are presently under construction or are in prepara-
tion for sinking. Figure 5 from [6) shows the comparison made be-
tween stratigraphies in the Palo Duro Basin and two shafts, Voerde
Shaft and Rheinburg shaft, in the Lower Rhine Basin.

Strength tests on unfrozen specimens, including in situ specimens
taken from the ice wall, have been made in particular for the
Voerde Shaft. Based upon a comparison of grain-size characteris-
tics and water contents, instantaneous and long-term strength pro-
perties for the frozen material at Deaf Smith were estimated from
the strength properties of the frozen materials of the Lower
Rhine. Table 3 from Matthes [6] summarizes the properties esti-
mated for the Deaf Smith site in this manner. The frozen
strengths are given at a temperature of -100C.

The weakest materials within the aquifer systems are categorized
as soft siltstone with claystone and soft silty claystone. These
materials fall within category 4 of the Dockum defined in the SDRD
[3]. The freeze wall design considers these materials at a depth
of 807-838 feet to comprise the critical zone for achieving freeze
design requirements. This zone is located in the lower portion of
the Dockum group. Because the properties of these materials are
not known, Matthes estimates their behavior based upon extrapola-
tion from properties of materials from the Bunter Sandstone layer
at the Voerde Shaft site. A comparison of strength properties re-
ported for these materials by Matthes [6] and Kuo [5] to the SDRD
Category 4 material [2) is shown in Table 4.

The thawed state of the materials in the aquifer systems must also
be considered in the design. The SDRD [3] reports an estimation
for thawed strength based upon unfrozen in-situ strength. The
thawed cohesion is taken as 20% of the unfrozen cohesion, and the
thawed friction coefficient is 90% of the unfrozen coefficient. A
comparison of these values from references [2, 5 and 6] is also
given in Table 4.
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Table 3

MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR BLACKWATER DRAW, OGALLALA AND DOCKUM FORMATIONS

DERIVED FROM COMPARISON TO MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF SPECIMENS FROM THE

LOWER RHINE BASIN [61
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Table 4

COMPARISON OF REPORTED STRENGTH VALUES
FOR WEAK MATERIAL IN LOWER DOCKUM

FROZEN
UNFROZEN INSTANTANEOUS LONG-TERMt THAWED

c .uC qu c qu c qu
(0) (psi) (psi) (0) (psi) (psi) (0) (psi) (psi) (0) (psi) (psi)

CATEGORY 4 10 5 20 15 215 870 15 (70*) 180 9 1 (2.3*)
Very Soft Mudstone (12*) (560*)
[3]

Very Soft Mudstone 15 15 (39*) 14 3 (8*)
[5] _

Soft Silty Claystone 25 75 (235*) 12 200 700 12 (123*) 305 22.5 15 (45*)
807 ft. depth (494*)
[6]

Soft Siltstone 20 50 (143*) 15 175 800 15 (117*) 305 18 10 (28*)
with Claystone (456*)
835 ft. depth
[6]

IA

t Frozen Strength at 240 hours

* qu or c estimated from the relation

qu = 2c tan(45 + 4.)
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Characteristics of the Bedded Salt - The principal concern for
the bedded salt deposits is the load applied to the shafts by the
salt. As a result of salt creep, loads on the liner will eventu-
ally reach the full lithostatic pressure. The shaft design, as
discussed later, calls for over-excavation in salt zones in order
to reduce the design load requirement. The over-excavation design
does not permit full lithostatic load on the liner within the
operational period (100 years). Thus, over-excavation requires
knowledge of the in-situ creep rate of the salt.

The salt creep rate is defined in the SDRD by the empirical creep
relation [163:

.. .

5ss = EaBcss exp(-Bcsst)

C =

*ss = .a~css exp(-Bcss)*
Ess= EaB5ss exp(-Bc55t)

* -~~

C Ss > £SS

* Ss < CSS
Gu E Z5 s

(5)

where C = creep rate

E 55 = steady-state creep rate,

.
£55, Ca and B are model parameters, and

t = time.

The steady-state creep rate is assumed to be given by:

ESS = Aan exp(-Q/RT) (6)

where a = applied stress,

A, n, Q = parameters of the model,

R = universal gas constant, and

T = temperature (in Kelvin).
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The model parameters A, n, Q/R, Css. Ca, and B are given for the
Lower San Andreas Units 4 and 5 (LSA4 and LSA5) in Table 2.

Although only one value is reported for each of the salt creep pa-
rameters in Table 2, there is considerable variation in the param-
eters as indicated by the reported values for Palo Duro Basin salt
given by Senseny [16) in Table 5.

Table 5

REPORTED PARAMETER RANGE FOR CREEP OF PALO DURO BASIN SALT [16)

Parameter

A (9.9 ± 14.6)* 10-3 [Mpa-ns-l]

n 5.3 0.6

Q/R 9950 ± 650 (OKI

(6.3 ± 2.3)* 10 9 Cs(1]

Ca (32 + 23)* 10-3

B 79 10

Ground Pressure Calculations

Ground pressure calculations were performed by Kuo [5] in order to
develop a total pressure envelope to use for the shaft design.
The envelope presented in the 60% design drawings is shown in Fig'.
6. Ground pressures were calculated for two loading conditions:
ground pressures at the ice wall outer boundary; and ground pres-
sures at the shaft liner. At the ice-wall boundary, the soil/rock
was assumed to be at an in-situ, "at rest", stress state. At the
shaft lining above 961-ft. depth, the pressures were calculated
assuming the soil/rock was at the thawed state. The soil was as-
sumed to be in an "active" pressure condition while the rock above
and below 961 ft. was at a stress state assumed to be lithostatic.
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The ground pressure is the total lateral pressure, which is the
sum of the effective horizontal stress plus the hydrostatic pres-
sure:

aH = UH + Pw (7)

where OH = total lateral pressure,

TH = effective horizontal stress, and

PW = hydrostatic pressure.

The water table at the ESF site is assumed to be at a depth of 240
feet. The hydrostatic gradient was taken to be 0.43 psi/ft. be-
tween 240-ft. and 961-ft. depth and 0.52 psi/ft. (brine) below 961
feet.

The effective horizontal stress is expressed in terms of the lat-
eral pressure coefficient K = FI/a This coefficient is used to
relate V to the effective verticay stress, av, which is defined
by the effective weight of the overlying soil/rock-i.e.,

TV = (YT - Yw)Z

where YT is the total (saturated) unit weight of the soil/rock,

'w is the fluid unit weight, and

Z is the depth.

K is defined for different states of strain of the ground:

(8)

at rest state

active state

Ko = 1-sino

1-sino
Ka .1+sino
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lithostatic state K = 1.0

The at rest expression is a common approximation for normally con-
solidated clays and sands (e.g., Lambe and Whitman, [17]). The
active state expression assumes that the full shear strength of
the soil is mobilized at the shaft liner, and the lithostatic
state for the rock assumes that the horizontal stress approaches
the vertical stress if no lateral movement is permitted.

The calculation for total lateral pressure at the ice-wall bound-
ary is; thus, given by the equation:

OH = (1 - sinf) [YTHW + (YT - yw)(H - Hw)] + yw (H.- Hw) (9)

where H is the total depth, and

Hw - 240 ft. (depth to water table).

Different calculations are made for the total lateral pressure due
to the soil and due to the rock at the shaft liner. Above a depth
of 340 feet (soil depth), the calculation for total lateral
pressure is:

1 - sinoth

H 1 - sinoth [YTHw + (YT - Yw) (H-Hw)] + Yw (H - Hw) (10)

where Oth is the thawed coefficient of friction.

Below 340-ft. depth, the rock pressure calculation uses an expres-
sion given in the SRP Shaft Design Guide [2]. This expression
calculates the lateral pressure at the shaft wall as a function of
the thickness of the fracture zone which develops around the
shaft, assuming Mohr-Coulomb failure theory. For an isotropic
state of stress, the rock pressure at the shaft lining, Pi, is
calculated in [2], by:

Pi*= c ¢*) ( (a t 2 l _1 *
pi = (UH + c ctno lsn*) _- c ctno* (11)

R
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where t2_1 = 2 sino*
1-sino*

a = radius of shaft excavation,

R = radius of fracture (or damaged) zone, resulting from
failure around the shaft excavation,

* = thawed friction coefficient above 961 feet; unfrozen
friction coefficient below 961 feet, and

c* = thawed cohesion above 961 feet; unfrozen cohesion
below 961 feet.

Equation (11) is derived by Jaeger (183 for stresses around a cir-
cular opening in a Mohr-Coulomb material.

The rock pressure is a function of the thickness of the fracture
zone or, conversely, the fracture zone thickness is a function of
the shaft lining pressure. In other words, the fracture zone
thickness will increase as a result of a decrease in lining pres-
sure.

In order to calculate pressure at the shaft lining, an estimate is
made for the fracture zone thickness. This estimate is derived in
the Shaft Design Guide by approximating the radial stress from the
Mohr-Coulomb analysis with that from an elastic analysis. The ap-
proximation is derived with reference to Fig. 7. The elastic
stress, ar, varies from zero at the unsupported shaft excavation
to the lateral pressure P (=aH), as shown in the figure. If
failure in the rock aroung the excavation occurs, the fracture
zone will develop to a radius of R. If support is provided by the
shaft lining, the thickness of the fracture zone will decrease,
and the vertical distance between the curve for Or in the fracture
zone and the elastic curve will decrease away from the shaft wall
and increase near it. Point A is at the point on the a curve
(with internal support) representing the stress at the fracture
zone boundary. Point B is the stress on the elastic or curve and
is chosen to be at the same position as A such that the distance
rB is equal to R.
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plastic
stess

12 elastic

virgin in-situ
Pn _*! X ~~~~~~~~~horizontal stressPn

a rB R r

A . Plastic/Elastic Boundary

B . Approximation of Location of Pt. A
on the Elastic Curve

Fig. 7 Radial and Tangential Stress Distributions Around Circular
Hole in Mohr-Coulomb Material for Elastic and Plastic Con-
ditions (2]

The expression for Or at B for an elastic stress distribution is

EH a
2 (12)

rB

and the expression for ar at A (from Jaeger [18]) is:

Z-H (t2-1) + 2 tc
aCT a -0 - (13)

t 2 +l
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Equating Eqs. (12) and (13) for rB=R yields

a 2 c coso
(-) = sino. + Ccs (14)

which is the expression used to estimate R in the Shaft Design
Guide.

A limiting value for R is set in the Shaft Design Guide by assum-
ing that R will never exceed the value for a weak, cohesionless
rock (0 with ¢=O and qu = OH - Pi). For this special case [18),

R = (e)1/2 = 1.65
a

(15)

The Shaft Design Guide thus sets the limit for R as 1.65a.

The Shaft Design Guide recommends the following procedure for de-
termining the design rock pressure at the shaft liner.

1. Determine applicable values of ah=ov, 5 and c*.

2. Check to see if rock will fail using

c cost
H S a F = s (16)

If TH < OF, then elastic and Pi = 0.

If TH > OF, then fracture zone will develop and Pi
will be > 0.
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3. For aH > OF, calculate R from Eq. (14) with limit
set by Eq. (15).

4. Calculate Pi using Eq. (11).

The Shaft Design Guide notes that these equations are valid only
for isotropic horizontal stress conditions. They do not account
for potential non-uniform load conditions such as differential
loading caused by non-uniform thawing of the frozen ground.

Within the salt layers, the full lithostatic pressure is calcu-
lated as

OH = Uv + Pw (17)

which assumes that the salt, when subjected to isotropic loading,
creeps to the state of the overburden pressure.

The calculations for ground pressure used in the shaft design are
summarized in Table 6. These pressures are used in the design of
the freeze wall and the shaft liner.

The equations were applied in the following manner to derive
ground pressures. For example, at the critical zone for freeze
wall design (838-ft. depth), the ground pressure at the freeze
wall is calculated by Kuo [5] as

OH = (1-sinfl 0v + Pw

= (1-sin1S) 549.0 + 257.8

= 664.7 psi
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Table 6

- SUMMARY OF GROUND PRESSURE CALCULATIONS BY KUO [5]

AT ICE WALL BOUNDARY

OH =(1-sino) [YTHw + (YT-Yw) (H-Hw)] + yw (H-Hw)

AT SHAFT LINER

SOIL

H [ l+sinth ] [YTHW + (YT Yw) (H-Hw)] + yw (H-Hw)

*ROCK

UH= TV= 'yTHW + -YT-Yw) (H-Hw)

For Non-Salt

C coso*
If aH < 1csin* , then OH = Yw (H-Hw)

c coso
If WH > * '

1.sin$*

then OH = [(aH + c*ctn$*)(1-sinW )(a/R) - (c*ctnco*)]

+ yw (H-Hw)

For Salt

OH = TH + Yw (H-Hw)
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At the shaft liner, the ground pressure is calculated as:

OH= [ (Uv + cthctnoth) (1-sinoth) (a/R) -Cthctnfth ] + Pw

r2 sinl3.5
l1-sin13.5

= H(549.0 + 3(ctnl3.5)) (1-sinl3.5) (1/1.65)

- 3(ctn 13.5)] + 257.8

= 304.8 + 257.8

= 562.6 psi

It is noted that the ground pressure profile in Fig. 6 presents
pressures at the shaft lining, for thawed property conditions
above 961-ft. depth and unfrozen property conditions below.

Shaft Lining Concept

The in-situ conditions at the Deaf Smith site, primarily the weak
and water-bearing strata of the Ogallala and Dockum aquifers, pre-
sent shaft excavation difficulties. The strata are too thick for
grouting methods to be effective, so ground freezing is proposed.
Ground freezing has been used successfully in underground excava-
tion practice where zones of weak strata and excessive water were
encountered. For example, details of several major shafts sunk
with ground freezing in Great Britain are summarized by Jones
[19]. According to Klein [8], 16 frozen shafts have been sunk
for German coal mining over the past 20 years. The deepest is the
6m-diameter Voerde shaft, which used ground freezing to a depth of
600 meters and is 1060 meters deep.

The characteristics of the frozen ground, as discussed previously,
necessitates a shaft lining technique which will provide internal
support as rapidly as possible and minimize rock movement. Al-
though the frozen ground has increased strength, the decay in
strength with time of a free-standing frozen wall requires that
the liner be installed to provide additional support before an in-
tolerable deformation of the shaft can occur.
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Auld [9] describes two basic methods for lining shafts through
frozen ground. The methods are illustrated in Fig. 8. The first
method, which is normal practice in the U.K., involves sinking and
lining permanently as the excavation proceeds downward. The sec-
ond method, which is more common in German practice, uses a tem-
porary liner while sinking a shaft and then a permanent liner up-
wards from the foundation of the freeze zone.

For the U.K. approach, the wall stability over the unlined height
is a relatively short-term problem because a permanent thick lin-
ing of concrete or cast iron tubbing with concrete is installed as
sinking progresses. This approach provides a relatively rigid
lining which must withstand the high loads induced around the ex-
cavation. It should be noted that this approach is proposed by
Fluor/Morrison-Knudsen for the main repository shafts.

In the German approach, a temporary liner is installed during
sinking. This liner is thinner than that needed for the U.K. ap-
proach and is designed to be flexible, usually permitting one to
two inches of radial displacement upon loading. The purpose of
the flexible liner is to ultimately reduce the lateral pressure on
the lining system. As the ground moves inward, the lateral pres-
sure will be reduced at the shaft wall (and the fracture zone will
extend further into the frozen ground). The design must consider
the longer-term stability of a long thick cylinder with temporary
internal support. Cast-in-place concrete and pre-cast tapered
concrete blocks have been used as temporary liner materials. The
concrete blocks are separated by compressible panels (e.g., fiber
boards) to provide additional deformability in the liner. The
temporary lining is typically installed over 10 to 20 feet of the
free-standing shaft height with a foundation ring at the base of
each segment.

The final liner is built up from the base of the freeze zone in
competent rock, as indicated in Fig. 8. This liner is reinforced
concrete with an outer steel jacket. A gap is left between the
jacket and the preliminary liner and is subsequently grouted with
asphalt. The final liner is designed for the fluid pressure of
the asphalt which acts as a gliding layer between the inner and
outer lining systems.

The shaft lining concept proposed for the ESF shafts is the German
concept and, as reported by Matthes [6], is the same as that used
for the shafts in the German Lower Rhine Basin. The publication
by Hegemann and Jessberger (7] contains a detailed description of
this lining concept as applied in the Voerde shaft.
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CASE I - Sink end line permanently as the excavation
proceeds downwards tU I practice I

CASE 2 -Sink and line temporarily and then construct
pirmanent lining upwards from a foundation IGorman practcel

i/ I V /I~1 Is
Il ~ ~ I

V / ' /.

0

7

x
a

gr.2
t,

5'

Z I

C. : , -1

i I I I
DESIGN PROBLEM - Short term wall stability over height H

combined with lump stability and strenglh gain versus
induced pressure for a concrete lining

. .I

DESIGN PROBLEM - Long term wail stability of long thick
cylinder with additional lemportry lining

support .

(a) U.K. Practice (b) German Practice

Fig. 8 Comparison of Shaft Lining Methods Through Frozen Ground
[9)
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The construction sequence for the shaft excavation and lining is
given in the 60% design drawings reproduced in Fig. 9. The se-
quence is shown in nine stages and consists of liner sections
named A,B,C and D. The sequence is the same for both ESF shafts.

In Stage 1, the freeze cellar and headframe foundation are con-
structed to a depth of 15 feet. The freeze holes are drilled in
Stage 2 to a depth of 987.5 feet and terminate in medium hard
siltstone and claystone in the Dewey Lake formation. In the early
design stages, angled freeze holes were shown on the drawings.
However, at the ESF 60% Design Review Meeting (31 August 1987),
Parsons Brinckerhoff/PB-KBB indicated that the holes will be ver-
tical-not angled. Two freezing methods were evaluated: standard
freezing with a -300C coolant; and a deep-temperature freezing
with a -400C coplant. The freeze hole characteristics examined
for each method are summarized in Table 7. The freeze hole ar-
rangement around the shaft is shown in Fig. 10.

Freezing will begin in Stage 3 and the collar section will be ex-
cavated and lined to a depth of 90 feet. By Stage 4, the ground
freezing will be complete, to produce a freeze wall of the re-
quired thickness, as indicated in Table 7. The time to complete
freezing depends on the freezing method. Temperature control
holes, as depicted on Fig. 10, will monitor the freezing process.
A detailed description of the ground freezing procedure is given
by Hegemann and Jessberger [7].

In Stage 4, the preliminary liner for liner section "A" will be
installed, with the shaft sinking to a depth of 1136.5 feet (in
the siltstones and silty claystones in the Yates Formation).
Then, the excavation will continue to a depth of 1382.5 feet for
liner section "B".

The 60% design drawings [1] indicate that, for excavation through
the frozen ground, the plastic zone limit will not exceed four
feet (or 14 feet from the shaft centerline for a 20-ft. diameter
shaft). The shortest radius of freeze holes is 19 feet, as noted
on Table 7.
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I
COLLAR

15'1401It

STAGE I
CONSTRUCT FREEZE CELLAR
AND HEADFRAME FOUNOATION

CENTER RELIEF HOLEC
(EDSO

FREEZE HOLE

98.S5'930471

STAGE 2
DRILL FREEZE HOLES

Fig. 9 Construction Sequence for ESF Shafts at Deaf Smith [1]
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STAGE 3 * i czs'r
EXCAVATE AND LINE
COLLAR SECTION

STAGE 4
EXCAVATE AND PRELIMINARY LINE

THROUGH FREEZE ZONE AND EXCAVATE
BELOW BOTTOM OF LINER SECTION B

COlE 1)

Fig. 9 (continued)
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THROUGH SECTION V
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Fig. 9 (continued)
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(norE 11

Fig. 9 (continued)
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Fig. 9 (continued)
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Table 7

CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUND FREEZING FOR DIFFERENT FREEZING METHODS
[ESF 60% Design Review Meeting, 31 August 1987)

Freezing Method
-and

Freeze Hole Spacing

. Deep
Standard Temperature

Item Freezing Method Freezing Method

COOLANT TEMPERATURE OC -30 -30 -40 -40
OF -22 -22 -40 -40

FREEZE HOLE CIRCLE DIAMETER FT 44 44 38 38

FREEZE HOLE SPACING FT 4.94 4.07 4.97 3.C8

NUMBER OF FREEZE HOLES 28 34 24 30

FREEZING DEPTH FT 987.5 987.5 987.5 987.5

REQUIRED ICE WALL THICKNESS
(CRITICAL LAYER) FT 20 20 14 14

FREEZING TIME FOR FINAL ICE WALL CLOSURE DAYS 176.1 133.4 129.3 94.9
(CRITICAL LAYER)

TIME FOR ICE WALL CLOSURE IN THE AQUIFERS
OGALLALA DAYS 200 45.7 1E.9 6.0
DOCKUM DAYS 60.8 28.6 12.E 5.5

FREEZING TIME TO FINAL ICE WALL DAYS 211.8 231.2 67.6 75.3
THICKNESS

TOTAL HEAT VOLUME TO BE EXTRACTED KCAL X 106 6.345 E.200 4.330 4.135

FREEZE PLANT CAPACITY KCAL/H 1.05 MILL. 1.25 MILL. 1.25 MILL 1.55 MILL.
REFR. TON 345 410 415 515
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Free.ze Hole Clrcle-

Fig. 10 Freeze Hole Pattern and Temperature Control Holes Around
Shaft [ESF 60% Design Review Meetings, 31 August 1987)
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Cast-in-place concrete will be the preliminary liner to a depth of
726.5 feet. Concrete blocks will be placed from this elevation to
a depth of 1036.5 feet. The dimensions for the cast-in-place con-
crete liner are shown on the typical section in Fig. 11(a) and for
the block liner in Fig. 11(b). The blocks are installed in the
lower portion of the Dockum, which is believed to exhibit the
highest creep rate when frozen. The concrete blocks are placed
without mortar and separated by 1/2"-thick fiber board. They are
installed in lifts (The lift is approximately 10 feet high.), with
a separate foundation key for each lift.

The block system is designed for a maximum allowable radial defor-
mation of 2 inches. This is based on a maximum free-standing
height of the shaft wall of between 10 and 20 feet for a period
between two and ten days, depending on the frozen material. In
the critical zone (depth of 807-835 feet), the 60% design drawings
[1] show a maximum free-standing height of 20 feet for ten days.
The design procedure used for the preliminary liner is discussed
later.

Preliminary rock support (e.g., short rockbolting and wire mesh)
will be used with the preliminary liner and below the freeze zone.
Shotcrete, three inches thick, is also proposed at foundation op-
erational seals. Table 8 and Fig. 12, from [1], summarize the
proposed preliminary rock support.

The final liners "B" and "A" will be installed upward from the
foundation depth of 1382.5 feet in Stage 5. The final liners are
cast-in-place reinforced concrete. An outer steel liner (see Fig.
11) will encase final liner "A". Between the steel jacket and the
preliminary liner, a six-inch gap will be left which will be
filled with asphalt. The final liner will be designed for an as-
phalt pressure load with asphalt density of 1.3.

Liner "B" will be within the bedded salt layers of the Upper Seven
Rivers Formation. The liner will be 1.5-ft. thick through the
non-salt sections and 3.75-ft. thick through the salt section.

The freeze plant will be shut off at the end of Stage 5.
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4500 PSI C>ICRETE VO4TE 4)

B200 ASPHALT LATER
OUTER STEEL LINER
ASTU A-633,ADE E
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(a) with cast-in-place concrete preliminary liner

BACKFILL MORTAR

6500 PSI CONCRETE BLOCKS -
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(b) with concrete block preliminary liner

Fig. 11 Typical Section for Liner "A"
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SCHEDULE FOR PRELIMINARY ROCK SUPPORT FOR
ESF SHAFTS [1)
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Fig. 12 Locations of Preliminary Rock Support in ESF Shafts [1]
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In Stage 6, excavation will continue to a depth of 2110.5 feet and
a preliminary liner and support will be installed for liner "C".
In the salt layers, the shaft will be over-excavated by 12 inches,
and compressible foam will be placed between the liner and the
rock. The'foam layer in the salt zones is to prevent pressures on
the liner from reaching the lithostatic state during the opera-
tional period (100 years). The analysis performed for the over-
excavation/foam design is discussed later.

Excavation will continue to the bottom of the shaft (2546.5-ft.
depth) in Stage 7, and the bottom plug and liner "D" will be in-
stalled in Stage 8. Finally, in Stage 9, the final liner "C" will
be installed. The final liner profile is shown in Fig. 13.
Cross-sections of liner "C" in non-salt layers and salt layers are
shown in Fig. 14.
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Shaft Liner Design in Frozen Ground

The shaft liner design in frozen ground involves the calculation
of the required thickness of the ice wall for an allowable radial
deformation of the shaft wall. Auld [9] summarizes the various
formulae that .have been developed to determine the thickness and
deformation. The formulae are divided into two groups: one set
for the U.K.-type shaft lining; and the second set for the German-
type lining. Both sets of formulae analyze the elastic-plastic
behavior of a cylindrical opening in a medium subjected to an iso-
tropic stress state. For the U.K. lining, the analysis assumes
the cylinder is short and thick, in order to simulate the short-
term free-standing wall. For the German lining, the analysis as-
sumes a long, thick cylinder and considers both unlined and lined
conditions by applying an internal pressure. Generally, a Mohr-
Coulomb material behavior is assumed for the frozen medium, with
the strength adjusted for creep effects, as discussed earlier.

The basic approach of these analyses, as recommended by Auld [9],
is to first determine an allowable radial deformation based on the
creep strength of the frozen ground at a given time. Then, the
freeze wall thickness is calculated as a function of the allowable
deformation and the known temporary lining resistance.

The following formulae are given by Matthes [6) to calculate ice-
wall deformation and thickness. It is not clear, in the selected
60% design documents, whether these are the formulae used for the
ESF shaft design; however, they are the only formulae presented
which are based on all the parameters listed by Matthes [6] in
Table 3. The derivation of the formulae are referenced in two
publications by Klein [20 and 21]. Both publications are in
German and were not available for this review.

The radial deformation at the ice wall is calculated by Matthes
[6) using the formula by Klein [20):

3 2

r(3,l,216 r cf(t) cosof
dr = -4 1/2 D A tC (18)

2 (3)1/2 (3-sinof)
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where dr = radial deformation of frozen shaft wall with excavation
diameter D,

A,C = creep parameters from Eq. (3),

Of = friction angle of frozen ground,

Cf(t) = time-dependent long-term cohesion of frozen ground, and

t = time.

The time-dependent cohesion can be calculated from the frozen
creep strength [e.g., Eq. (4)) using the following relation, as-
suming Mohr-Coulomb behavior:

qfu(t)

Cf~t) 2 tan[45 + (Of/2)]

Equation (18) can be used to check that the allowable deformation
at the shaft wall will not be exceeded for the given long-term
strength at time t. As discussed previously, the maximum allow-
able radial formation is two inches for the unsupported shaft wall
in the lower Dockum for a free-standing wall time of 240 hours and
free-standing height of 20 feet.

The required thickness of the ice wall is calculated by Matthes
[6) using the formula by Klein (21):

1/2

E0 dr a
t =o r (20)

(qfu + po) + Eo (dr/a)

exp [2 [(M-1)/M] [ P 0 Pi[ ~~~qfu + aL Po
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where t = ice-wall thickness,

a = excavation radius of shaft,

pO = load on the outer ice wall (hydrostatic plus formation
pressure,

pi = support pressure of the preliminary liner,

2 sinff

1 - sinqf

*

M = Eo/Eo'

Eo = tangent modulus of frozen material at instantaneous
strength, and

*

Eo= time-dependent secant modulus given by

- 1/B
C (1-B)

Eo [ tC ] (21)

where the parameters are as defined for Eq. (4).

Note that, in Eq. (20), t refers to icewall thickness and, in.Eq.
(21), to time in hours. The reference for Eq. (21) is given by
Matthes (6] as Andersland and Anderson [22).

According to Matthes [6], Eq. (20) is based on the deformation en-
ergy induced into the ice-wall liner system by the load on the
perimeter of the ice wall. The solution is for an ice wall sup-
ported by a preliminary liner of pre-determined strength and flex-
ibility. In addition, the formula uses tangent and -time-dependent
secant moduli of the frozen ground and the allowable ice-wall de-
flection. The parameters listed in Table 3 by Matthes [6], the
ground pressure values at the ice-wall boundary [Eq. (9)], and the
shaft boundary [Eq. (11)] provide the needed input. It is ob-
served that the fracture zone thickness is required to calculate
the support pressure [Eq. (11)] and is estimated from Eq. (14).
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Auld [9) points out that thin layers of weak rock between more
competent rock present a freeze wall design problem (Fig. 15). If
the weak rock has a higher frozen creep rate and different thermal
conduction properties, differential displacement may occur which
induces non-uniform loads on the liner and/or cause freeze pipes
to rupture if the fracture zone extends into the freeze pipe area.
The Woodward-Clyde review [4] associates this particular problem
with the weak materials in the lower Dockum (Fig. 16). The review
suggests that the performance of these materials should be an-
alyzed by numerical modeling, because the geometry of the problem
is not amenable to analysis .by closed-form solution. As of the
time of the 60% design review, an analysis of this type has not
been reported.
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Fig. 15 Freeze Wall Design Problem Associated with Varying Strata
Conditions [9]
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Shaft Liner Design in Bedded Salt

The SRP Shaft Design Guide [2] states that, in strata subject to
long-term creep deformations, the shaft linings should be designed
to withstand the full lithostatic pressure unless'the pressure can
be isolated from the lining during its design life. The ESF shaft
design proposes an over-excavation, in salt zones, of 12 inches
and backfilling with compressible foam in'order to avoid full
lithostatic pressure for a period of 100 years (the operational
life).

Three analysis methods were used to derivethe over-excavation di-
mension:

(1) closed-form solution for radial creep closure from
the SRP Shaft Design Guide [2);

(2) numerical analysis of creep closure using the finite
element code VISCOT 4.3; and

(3) extrapolation of creep closure from WIPP shaft clo-
sure measurements.

The SRP Shaft Design Guide [21 presents a closed-form solution for.
creep closure around a circular shaft:

[[(3 )l/2 n+l 1 n ] (22)v (A)2*(a[ J]nJF2)

where V = radial closure velocity [ft/secj,

a = excavation radius [ft],

Go = in-situ stress [MPa),

A = A exp(-Q/RT) [MPa-n . el],

n = material-dependent stress exponent,

A and n are coefficients for the steady-state components of
the creep model described by Eq. (6), and



F = a scalar "fitting" factor which accounts for initially
higher transient effects during early shaft life. The
factor is estimated to be equal to 10 for Permian Basin
salt properties and stress conditions.

The derivation of Eq. (22) is presented in [2]; however, the eval-
uation of the fitting factor F is not given. The derivation as-
sumes the conditions of a cylindrical opening in an infinite med-
ium in a state of plane strain. The material is considered to be
an incompressible non-Newtonian fluid subjected only to secondary
creep. The equation represents.long-term mechanical behavior of
the shaft in salt. The factor F adjusts the closure velocity to
account for early-time transient effects.

The numerical code VISCOT 4.3 incorporating the empirical creep
relation [Eq. (5)] was used to simulate creep closure. A one-
dimensional axisymmetric model was developed to represent the
shaft in salt. Different cases were analyzed assuming pressure
build-up in the compressible foam between the salt and concrete
liner.

Finally, an extrapolation was made for creep closure based on clo-
sure measurements of one of the shafts at WIPP. The details of
this extrapolation were not available for review.

The analysis assumed a shaft diameter of 20 feet and in-situ lith-
ostatic stress of 2500 psi. The properties for salt were those
reported in the SDRD [3] for LSA4. The material behavior of the
compressible fill was not available for review; however, the an-
alysis assumed that, at a minimum, 200 psi pressure could be pro-
vided by the fill.

The results of the analysis were presented at the ESF 60% Design
Review Meeting (31 August 1987) and are reproduced in Table 9.
The VISCOT results were also presented as creep closure versus
time curves (Fig. 17). (Note that the curves labeled "lined 2
stage construction" and "back pressure 200 psi" are apparently
labeled incorrectly and should be reversed.)

The recommended design value for closure was 12 inches over-exca-
vation for 200 psi back-pressure provided by the compressible
fill. Without a fill back-pressure, a design over-excavation of
20 inches was recommended. The recommendations presented at the
ESF 60% Design Review Meeting (31 August 1987) were reported to be
based on a factor of safety of 1.5. The recommendations appear to
be derived strictly from the SRP Shaft Design Guide formula [Eq.
(22)].
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Table 9

RADIAL CREEP CLOSURE AT 100 YEARS (inches)

[ESF 60% Design Review Meeting, 31 August 1987]

(1) VISCOT (FEM) (2) Manual (3) WIPP Ext

Condition

Unlined

(One Stage)

(Two Stage)

Back Pz'essure

(One Stage)

200 psi

300

500

Lined

(Two Stage)

Concrete

(initial ex.)

35 days

n=5.5

4;74

4.43

3.99

3.61

3.02

2.56

n=5.0 10A Premian (a) (b)

1.30

0.94

0.91-

9.37

8.88

10.17

7.60

12.6

* 8.0

3.7

13.5 22.3

8.6

4.07.11

0.81- 4.83

;

0.38
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RADIAL CLOSURE OF SHAFT IN SALT vs TIME
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Fig. 17 VISCOT Calculations for Radial Creep Closure
[ESF 60% Design Review Meeting, 31 August 1987]
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PROBLEMS, LIMITATIONS, DEFICIENCIES

Regulatory Concerns - Throughout the Technical Meeting on the
DOE/SCP Exploratory Shaft Facility (5-7 May 1987), DOE asserted
that shaft liner design and construction do not adversely impact
the pre-closure and post-closure performance of the repository.
DOE contended that the designs for the shaft in the frozen zone
and in the bedded salt are adquately conservative and that analy-
ses can be presented to document this assertion.

There are several elements of the shaft design which must be an-
alyzed in order to demonstrate that the design is conservative
with regard to regulatory concerns. For pre-closure performance,
analysis must demonstrate that the liner design is adequate to
provide a watertight barrier and that the liner will remain stable
to preclude flooding during the operational life. The analysis
should show that the liner stability is adequate under the possi-
ble loading conditions. Liner loads will change during the
freeze-thaw cycle, and the potential for differential loading ex-
ists as a result of non-uniform thawing of the rock. This condi-
tion can produce non-uniform pressures on the liner and possibly
result in point loading if the differential stress is high enough.
In the bedded salt, point loading may develop at boundaries of
salt/non-salt interfaces if the lithostatic load of salt is real-
ized.

The failure of the liner due to these types of loading could po-
tentially result in flooding, or involve partial or complete col-
lapse of the shaft, which would alter the ventilation pattern.
Point loading of the liner could cause a localized but substantial
lining failure which would not be corrected by routine mainten-
ence. These scenarios for failure of the shaft are considered
possible and, therefore, require that the shafts be evaluated as a
potential element important to safety. DOE must demonstrate from
analyses of these types of loading that the liner is adequately
stable before the liner can be deemed unimportant to safety, as
DOE contends.

Conservatism is an element of the design which must show that the
conditions analyzed are a realistically-conservative estimate of
the expected conditions. Conservatism enters into the selection
of properties for the materials in the aquifer regions and the
bedded salt. The critical properties are those describing the
freeze/thaw behavior of the aquifer materials and the creep beha-
vior of the salt. It should be noted that these material beha-
viors make the ESF shaft performance assessment at the Deaf Smith
site unique among the three potential DOE sites. Neither the
NNWSI site nor the BWIP site involves shaft sinking through frozen
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ground or rock with strongly time-dependent strength and deforma-
bility. The time-dependence of the materials at Deaf Smith is an
important consideration in the'evaluation of the shaft regarding
importance to safety.

Conservatism also enters into the design methodology selected for
the shaft. The conservatism for a flexible lining design method
is different from that for a rigid lining method. The flexible
method requires shaft deformation to occur in order to reduce lin-
ing loads and, consequently, a reasonable understanding of the
time-dependent effects of the deformation in the surrounding rock
mass is needed. For example, the loss in strength of the frozen
ground as a function of time must be adequately understood. The
rigid design requires a higher lining strength; however, less
knowledge concerning the time-dependency of the rock mass response
is necessary. Thus, conservatism in rock mass properties is more
essential for the flexible design, whereas conservatism in liner
material properties is more essential for the rigid design-that
is, the rigid design places more emphasis on the engineered mater-
ials in the shaft lining and less on the material behavior of the
surrounding rock mass than does the flexible design.

Likewise, the design methodology for the lining in salt places
more emphasis on an understanding of the salt creep behavior if an
over-excavation design is used versus a design based on a full
lithostatic load. Again, the difference in the methodologies is
the emphasis which is placed on the engineered material versus the
geologic material to provide conservatism in the design.

For post-closure performance, analysis must demonstrate that pre-
ferential flow paths for water'inflow or a credible migration path
to the accessible environment are not produced as a consequence of
the shaft design or construction technique. These pathways may be
attributed to the damaged zone around the shaft, the freeze holes,
or the ground-shaft liner'interface. For example, the damage zone
around the shaft may be expected to change during freezing and
thawing. Excessive rock loosening due to creep and differential
stress distribution around the shaft may result in flow path de-
velopment over time from the aquifer to the seals or around the
seals.

Performance assessment analyses for NNWSI and BWIP have evaluated
the post-closure performance by relating the damage zone around
the shaft to an enhanced hydraulic conductivity. For example, a
preliminary relationship developed for tuff (based on tests of
fractured basalt) is shown in Fig. 18. The estimate of the damage
zone, in this case, is based upon an elasto-plastic analysis.
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A similar approach is required at the Deaf Smith site in order to
define the extent of the damaged region. The analysis, however,
is complicated by the potential change in the damage zone with
time. In order for DOE to assert that the shaft design and con-
struction are unimportant to waste isolation, the performance as-
sessment analysis must demonstrate that the damage zone growth
will not adversely impact post-closure waste isolation.

The present information available on the ESF shaft design does not
support the DOE contention that the shaft design and construction
will not adversely affect repository performance. An independent
analysis and review of referenced past experience indicate that
the potential exists for adverse effects to occur. The following
assessment is given on the components of the shaft design.

In-Situ Conditions - There is a considerable variation in geolo-
gic material properties reported for the shaft design. This re-
view concentrated on the weak mudstones in the lower Dockum and
the salt in the LSA4 layer because these materials were identified
as the critical rock types for the shaft design. As shown in
Table 4, the variation in estimated strength of the mudstones is
substantial. Because site-specific information is not available,
the properties were derived from other sources. For example, the
properties in the SDRD [3] were estimated from samples from the
nearby well bores and from the review conducted by Woodward-Clyde
[4). These properties are of noticeably lower strength than those
derived by Kuo [5] and Matthes [6]. Thus, the values reportedly
used for the design are not as conservative as those given in the
SDRD and, apparently, are not the values derived by a project-wide
task group of geotechnical and engineering personnel, as contended
by DOE at the ESF Technical Meeting. The justification for the
use of these properties must be provided.

The SDRD [3] only reports one set of values for the properties.
No range in values is given, so an assessment of the conservatism
in the selection of the data base cannot be made. This is par-
ticularly important for the choice of creep parameters for salt.
Senseny [16, Table 5] shows a considerable variation in creep
parameters for tests on Palo Duro Basin salts. The values listed
in Table 2 are not the most conservative for the range given by
Senseny. The conservatism in the creep parameters in the SDRD
must be demonstrated.
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Ground Pressure Calculations - The ground pressure calculation
for total lateral pressure within the sediments is a conventional
approach for soil mechanics practice. However, the calculation
for the stress state and damage zone within the rock strata may
not adequately represent in-situ conditions. The pressure at the
shaft wall, the radial deformation of the shaft wall, and the ex-
tent of the fracture zone around the shaft are all directly re-
lated. By uncoupling the calculation for fracture zone thickness,
the effect of wall motion on the growth of the fracture zone can-
not be evaluated. Consequently, the calculation for thickness of
the fracture zone may be underestimated.

The ground pressure profile only considers isotropic horizontal
pressure. However, non-uniform pressures are considered likely
due to the non-uniform freezing and thawing which may be expected,
particularly in the materials in the Dockum group. Non-uniform
pressures would also be expected at salt/non-salt interfaces.
Stress anisotropy may be an important element of the ground pres-
sure around the shaft and should be considered in the performance
assessment.

Shaft Lining Concept - The shaft lining concept for the ESF
shafts is the flexible, gliding liner design used in German mining
practice. DOE contends that this concept has been used success-
fully in previous experience. Klein [8] reports that, since the
early 1960s, freeze shafts in Germany have been lined by the glid-
ing liner design and that, in some 14 shafts, prefabricated con-
crete blocks were preferred for the preliminary liner. However,
there are two documented cases of difficulties with this design
approach, which have implications from a regulatory perspective.

In the Voerde shaft construction, Hegemann and Jessberger [7) re-
port that unexpected difficulties were encountered when shaft
sinking reached the Bunter sandstone. The sink rate was reduced
when freeze pipes broke, which was indicated by migration of
calcium-chloride brine through the freeze wall and into the exca-
vation pit. The materials in the zone where difficulties occurred
were of low strength and contained clayey layers which were
sheared and showed discontinuities with unfrozen fillings of high
salt content. The increased deformation of the excavation in this
region led to the conclusion that the shear zones and the unfrozen
fillings caused excessive stresses on the freeze pipes. The free-
standing height in this region was reduced to six meters, from the
design height of 30 meters, in order to sink through this region
safely. This discussion indicates that, in this region of the
Bunter sandstone, the fracture zone around the shaft may have ex-
tended at least to the radius of the freeze pipes. The freeze
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pipes were reported to be located at a radius of 9.25 meters from
the shaft centerline. The shaft excavation radius was approxi-
mately five meters in the Bunter sandstone; thus, the .fracture
zone thickness may have extended to at least 4.25 meters (14
feet). The calculation for fracture zone thickness based upon Eq.
(14) and using properties given by Hegemann and Jessberger [7]
gives a thickness of approximately 2.3 meters (7.5 feet).

Zimmerman [9] reports on a briefing given by Thyssen on the
Gorleben shaft accident, which occurred on 12 May 1987. The
Gorleben site is the location of Germany's radioactive waste re-
pository. Two llm-diameter shafts are proposed to be sunk to a
depth of 840 meters, where radioactive waste will be stored within
the Gorleben salt dome. The shaft design method is identical to
that proposed for the ESF shafts at Deaf Smith. In Shaft 1, dif-
ficulties were encountered in sinking through clay zones. At 170m
depth, the first instance of clay swelling was observed, but it
had no major effect on shaft sinking. At 234m depth, swelling
clay was encountered again and caused more severe problems. The
preliminary block lining was in place with a 2m free-standing
height of frozen wall below the lining.. The pressure on the shaft
wall began to distort the lining and convergences up to 40cm
(about 16 in) were measured. The distortions occurred 7 meters
from the bottom of the shaft. The temperature control holes in-
dicated a temperature increase beginning in April and, subse-
quently, approximately one-half of the freeze wall was lost. This
caused additional distortional movement and, as a remedy, steel
retainer rings were emplaced to control convergence. However, in-
creased pressure caused one of the rings to break and fall down
the shaft, resulting in one fatality.

The cause of the excessive distortional movement in the shaft wall
is under investigation, and an evaluation was not available for
this review. Nevertheless, Zimmerman reports that part of the
problem was attributed to the lack of complete understanding of
the behavior of the clay zone. The thawing of the region contain-
ing the clay produced intolerable differential movement of the
block lining. Movement of this type may be expected to produce a
fairly substantial fracture zone around the shaft.

In both instances, it appears that the lack of conservatism in de-
fining the behavior of the clayey region caused difficulties with
the gliding liner approach. In the Gorleben case, the ramifica-
tions are yet to be seen.
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Lining Design in Frozen Ground - The lining design must recognize
the interaction between lining pressure at the shaft wall and ra-
dial closure of the wall and the growth of the fracture zone. If
the analysis does not do this, the potential exists for the frac-
ture zone to extend further than calculated. As discussed earl-
ier, this may adversely impact repository performance.

An independent analysis was performed in order to demonstrate this
interaction. A quarter-plane model of the horizontal section
through the shaft was analyzed with the finite difference code
FLAC [24 and 25). The model conditions were defined to simulate
the physical conditions at the depth of the critical freeze wall
section (707 to 738 ft depth). At this section, the freeze wall
is approximately 21 feet thick. The model consists of an inner
ring of frozen/.thawed ground and an outer ring of unfrozen ground.
Mohr-Coulomb behavior is assigned to the materials. The FLAC
model conditions are illustrated in Fig. 19.

j7~ ~ ~ ~~~~~p

UNFROZEN
ROCK

FROZEN
ROCK

Fig. 19 FLAC Model of Shaft in Frozen Ground
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Three sets of properties were evaluated: the SDRD [3] set of pro-
perties for Category 4 material; the Matthes [6J set at 807-ft.
depth; and the Matthes set at 835-ft. depth. Each set of proper-
ties included the unfrozen, instantaneous frozen, long-term frozen
and thawed strengths. The properties used for this evaluation are
those summarized in Table 4.

A simulation was run at each of the four strength levels for the
three sets of properties. An internal pressure was applied at the
shaft wall in the model in order to simulate the pressure of the
liner. The pressure range was varied between zero and the applied
ground pressure. The radial strain, cr, and fracture zone thick-
ness, t, were calculated at a prescribed internal pressure, Pi,
and in-situ external pressure, po. For example, one simulation
result for fracture zone thickness is shown in Fig. .20. The
thickness is represented by the extent of Mohr-Coulomb failure
which occurs for the selected conditions.

The results are presented in Figs. 21 to 23 for the three sets of
properties. They are given as plots of ground reaction lines,
Pi/po versus Er, and fracture zone lines, t/a versus Pi/pO, where
a is the shaft radius.

The results indicate a significant difference in fracture zone
thickness for a given radial convergence, depending on the se-
lected strength properties. For example, if a radial strain of
1.6% (two inches of shaft closure if a = 10.5 feet) is permitted,
then, assuming the long-term strength of Category 4 material, the
liner pressure reaches 0.33 po1 and the fracture thickness is
0.45a (4.7 feet). If the long-term strength of siltstone with
claystone is assumed (835-ft depth), the liner pressure reaches
0.24 po, and the fracture zone thickness is 0.72a (7.6 feet).
This thickness is within one foot of the radius of freeze holes
for the deep temperature freezing method (see Table 7).

If the frozen ground thaws after 1.6% radial strain with the liner
in.place, the pressure on the liner will increase. For the Cate-
gory 4 properties, an increase from 0.33 po to 0.7 po is calcu-
lated while, for the siltstone with claystone, the increase is
from 0.24 po to 0.45 po.

These results indicate the variability in the calculations for
fracture zone thickness and internal pressure which can be pro-
duced for the range of reported strength values. They also indi-
cate that the frozen ground strength at the time of liner instal-
lation must be adequately understood to preclude difficulties with
the shaft construction. Installing the preliminary liner and then
having the ground thaw can significantly increase the pressure on
the shaft.
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Non-uniform thawing around the shaft can produce differential
loads which may localize the pressures on the shaft. This is dem-
onstrated by the following simulation with FLAC. In-the model
shown in Fig. 24, half of the freeze zone is prescribed strength
properties of the thawed ground for siltstone with claystone at a
depth of 835 feet, while half is prescribed properties of the
long-term frozen strength. If no internal pressure is applied at
the shaft wall, the wall fails, as shown in Fig. 25. This model
indicates that substantial differential movement in the free-
standing wall can occur if partial thawing occurs.

THAWED

Fig. 24 FLAC Model of Differential Thawing
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A two-foot thick concrete liner support was then simulated in the
model shown in Fig. 24 by placing a ring of structural (beam) ele-
ments at the gridpoints of the shaft wall. The liner was pre-
scribed a high stiffness and strength, and the stress build-up in
the liner was monitored for two cases of the freeze wall strength:
all of the wall at long-term strength; and half of the wall frozen
and half thawed. The resulting radial pressure on the wall at the
interface with the thawed zone is 45% higher than that for the
all-frozen case. A comparison of axial stress in the liner is
shown in Fig. 26. The axial pressure is increased by over 50% if
the freeze zone is partially thawed. The axial stress in Fig. 26
does not include effects of liner bending, which would increase
the stress difference further.

Liner Design in Bedded Salt - The over-excavation design in salt
requires an adequately conservative definition of excavation
thickness. The analyses performed to derive the design thickness
do not demonstrate that the value selected is adequately conserva-
tive. This is shown by an independent analysis of the salt creep
around the shaft. The analysis was performed with FLAC, which in-
corporates the creep model defined by Eq. (5). A two-dimensional,
plane strain, quarter-plane model was used and is illustrated in
Fig. 27. The material behavior for the model was that prescribed
in Table 2 for LSA4 salt. The model boundary conditions were de-
fined to duplicate those used for the VISCOT 4.3 simulations.

A comparison of FLAC results for radial closure over a period of
100 years is made with that from VISCOT and from the SRP Shaft
Design Guide formula [Eq. (22)] in Fig. 28. The FLAC and Shaft
Design Guide results are very close (within 9% at 100 years).
However, the VISCOT prediction for creep closure is much lower.
The results suggest that the VISCOT simulation may not be reli-
able; thus, the results of this analysis may not be suitable for
the design calculations.
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A sensitivity study of the salt creep parameters indicates the
relative sensitivity of creep closure to variations in these
parameters. The parameters n, A, T and F were individually varied
and the resulting creep closure calculated over a 100-year period
using Eq. (22). Parameters n and A were varied over a range which
falls within the variation shown in Table 5. The results are
shown in Figs. 29 and 30. Temperature, T, was varied between
3000K and 3400K and fitting parameter F between 1 and 10. The re-
sults of-these variations are shown in Figs. 31 and 32. Creep
closure is most sensitive to variation in temperature and least
sensitive to variation in stress power, n, for the ranges which
were evaluated. In all cases, the variations demonstrate a sig-
nificant influence on closure. Therefore, the certainty to which
these parameters are known will be an important component to the
demonstration that the design for excavation thickness is ade-
quately conservative.
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A second FLAC simulation with an internal pressure of 200 psi was
performed. The results are shown in Fig. 33. Again, the creep
closure at 100 years is very close to that reported for the Shaft
Design Guide calculation in Table 9. The creep closure at 100
years is 8.3 inches for the 200 psi pressure with FLAC, which is a
reduction of approximately 30% below that for the case with no
pressure.

This analysis indicates the importance that is placed on the com-
pressible foam to reduce the rate of closure. The ability of the
foam to provide a sufficient back pressure has not yet been demon-
strated and will be an important element of the justification for
this design approach.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusion of this review of the ESF shaft design for Deaf
Smith is that the potential exists for the shaft, as designed, to
affect repository performance adversely.. A review of related ex-
perience and an independent analysis of the design both indicate
that adverse conditions could develop with the expected loading
conditions for the present design concept. This, plus the fact
that the repository contractor has chosen a different design ap-
proach, indicates that the lining concept for the ESF shafts may
not be appropriate.

The analyses performed for this review are made from a regulatory
perspective and address concerns important to both safety and
waste isolation.. The analyses suggest that loading conditions may
occur which apply excessive differential pressures on the shaft
for which the proposed lining system may not be adequate. This
differential loading may potentially result in the preliminary
liner applying point loads to the final liner. This, in turn,
could result in shaft leakage or collapse if loads become exces-
sive.

The analyses also suggest that a damage zone could develop to a
greater thickness around the shaft than that calculated for the
60% design drawings. The size of the damage zone is one component
of the performance assessment for post-closure performance.
Therefore, an adequate understanding of the effect of the shaft on
the damage zone is required. The analyses indicate that the de-
velopment of this zone is strongly dependent on the creep strength
of the frozen ground and the allowable wall movement.

Similarly, the design of the over-excavation in salt is strongly
dependent upon the understanding of the creep behavior of the salt
as well as the ability of the foam to sustain an adequate back
pressure. A reasonable level of understanding of these elements
has not yet been demonstrated.

These analyses are preliminary and are by no means comprehensive.
However, they do indicate that, for the flexible lining design
approach, a high level of certainty is required in understanding
the creep strength and deformability of the frozen ground and the
creep behavior of the salt. The required level of certainty may
be difficult to achieve in order to satisfy regulatory concerns if
the flexible lining design approach is pursued. This is a par-
ticular difficulty when using a design approach which relies so
heavily on the in-situ behavior of geologic materials.
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It is recommended that these concerns be discussed with DOE. The
present state of the design analyses for the ESF shafts does not
indicate that calculations have been conducted from a regulatory
perspective. While the design may be suitable from conventional
civil engineering or mining engineering experience, it still may
not be satisfactory for repository performance requirements. This
is particularly the case at Deaf Smith, where loading conditions
on the liner conceivably can change during the operational life.

The conservatism inherent in the design approach appears to be
quite relevant to the shaft design. It is recommended that this
conservatism be acknowledged in the design concept as well as in
the estimate of expected underground conditions.

Finally, it is recommended that the NRC continue to perform re-
views and more detailed independent analyses of the ESF shaft
design. The performance assessment analysis of the ESF shaft is
identified as an important document for review with regard to
liner design. As preparation for this review, the NRC should con-
tinue to monitor the investigation of the cause of the Gorleben
shaft accident.
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